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a born interpreter of the role’? On the 
evidence of her first performance in 
Glasgow—actually the fourth night of  
this revival of David McVicar’s 2008 
staging—it can unquestionably be said  
of Anush Hovhannisyan. The Armenian 
soprano, a graduate of the Royal 
Conservatoire of Scotland and the Jette 
Parker Young Artists Programme, has  
the coloratura, the musical intelligence, 
the rock-solid technique, the evenness 
throughout an ample vocal range, the 
dramatic versatility, the imposing but 
graceful physique—and indeed the pathos. 
She even knows how to ‘speak’ the Italian 
text, so much so that the simple word ‘Si’ 
resonates with meaning. The complete 
Violetta? Not quite yet. Hovhannisyan 
could open a few more chinks of devil-
may-care and vulnerability in Act 1. Her 
Act 3, especially the letter reading, has 
room to grow in tragic grandeur. But you 
rarely come across such differentiated 
exposure of the soul in the two halves  
of Act 2 as we did here. If this was 
Hovhannisyan’s first Traviata (and her 
programme biography makes no mention 
of any other), we can be assured she will 
get the chance to sing many, many more.

For Gulnara Shafigullina, who opened 
the 17-night run and sang the majority of performances, the comparison is inevitable and 
invidious. This Russian soprano, St Petersburg-trained, is an honest and confident 
performer, but not an especially individual one. Her acting was in the melodramatic 
Russian style, her Italian cloudy, and her suspect top dogged the entire performance. It was 
just as well she didn’t attempt the top E flat at the end of Act 1 (neither did Hovhannisyan). 
She sounded much more at ease in the middle voice, and was at her best in intimate scenes; 
‘Addio, del passato’ was genuinely affecting.

Alfredo was Peter Gijsbertsen, apparently essaying his first Verdi. He survived, just, but 
it’s tempting to think Scottish Opera’s casting department chose him for his appealingly 
young physique (bare chest and boxer shorts at the start of Act 2) rather than his voice, 
which will wear out if he carries on singing this repertoire: he should be much better suited 
to the Tamino he has reportedly been engaged to sing with the company next season.

The soprano and tenor leads were effectively counter-balanced by Stephen Gadd’s 
experienced, utterly dependable Germont—capturing the severity of the bourgeois 
paterfamilias without turning the character into a stereotype—and by David Parry’s 
seasoned conducting, always alert to Verdian legato and the dramatic shape of the score. 
The comprimarios, especially Catherine Backhouse’s Annina, Laura Zigmantaite’s Flora 
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and James Platt’s Dr Grenvil, were all impressive—and Scottish Opera is to be commended 
for giving these and other singers regular employment throughout the season, thereby 
recreating the sense of a company.

McVicar’s staging, superbly revived by Marie Lambert, is surely one of his best—
faithful but inventive, spectacular as well as economical, and built (much like his 
equally opulent Rosenkavalier) on Tanya McCallin’s single, sensuous set, replete with 
camellias and dark satin curtains. The choreography of the choral tableaux was 
distinguished by its natural verve and veracity, and everyone on stage and in the pit 
seemed to be as stimulated as the audience. andrew clark

Written on Skin
Melos Sinfonia at LSO St Luke’s, October 20
Whether George Benjamin and Martin Crimp’s lavishly praised Written on Skin has a 
warm, beating heart remains debatable, but there is no denying the sophistication of its 
literary contrivances, vocal writing and orchestration. Katie Mitchell’s original 
production, as seen at Aix-en-Provence and Covent Garden, undertook to provide a 
further, slow-motion framing device for the piece. By contrast, this semi-staged touring 
version by Sam Furness—it was seen in Cambridge and St Petersburg as well as LSO 
St Luke’s—of necessity homed in on the opera’s central themes and emphasized its 
‘pictorial’ conception with a sequence of stark, intimate modern-dress scenes, played 
out in the narrow space between orchestra and audience. If the action was physically 
confined, the spectator was afforded more space to exercise both intellect and 
imagination. This paid particular dividends in the disquieting scene where the Protector 
wakes to find his wife watching from their window as his men burn enemy villages. 

Following Il tabarro (also LSO St Luke’s) and Die Entführung aus dem Serail (West 
Green House), Oliver Zeffman, still in his early 20s, and the similarly youthful Melos 
Sinfonia once again scored an operatic success, taking on Benjamin’s meticulous, 
iridescent, sometimes slow-burning score with complete assurance, though the early 
climaxes were overpowering  
in this excitingly immediate 
acoustic. The singers were 
young too. Ross Ramgobin 
looked young for the Protector 
but his authority was astonishing 
as he matched his full-bodied 
sound with physical and verbal 
acting of compelling subtlety. 
Lauren Fagan encompassed 
repressed stillness and seething 
passion as Agnès, retaining her 
precision of attack and creamy 
tone at even the most exposed 
high climax, while Patrick Terry, 
in the less flesh-and-blood role 
of the Boy, floated seductively 
ethereal lines and never quite 
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gave anything away. Bethan Langford  
and Nick Pritchard brought a refreshing 
normality to their roles of Marie and  
John and struck stylized poses in their 
interventions as the Angels. Both sang 
with firmness and warmth, Langford’s 
mezzo discreetly imperious and  
Pritchard’s tenor suave and buoyant.  
 yehuda shapiro

Don Giovanni
Headfirst Productions at the Pleasance 
Theatre, London, October 26
This Don Giovanni was pitched as 
putting ‘women at the front and centre of 
what is ostensibly a story about male 
lust’. Since the dramma giocoso feeds on 
‘did she, didn’t she?’ ambiguity, this all 
sounded highly intriguing. In the event, 
Sophie Gilpin’s staging, part of a 
‘Festival of Sex, Love and Death’, turned 
out not to spring any especially striking 

surprises. Perhaps its most original moment came in ‘Là ci darem la mano’, where 
Zerlina sent up her would-be seducer by playing the swooning ingénue, only getting 
genuinely perturbed at the end. 

Anna Bonomelli’s design set the action firmly in the present day. At the centre of the 
Pleasance Theatre’s revolving stage was a grey concrete wall with a pair of tall windows, 
behind which shadowplay took place at such moments as the initial Anna-Giovanni 
struggle and the Mask Trio. Their frames also formed a rectangular clockface, with a 
pair of hands at its centre. Every now and then a bell struck, presumably counting down 
to Giovanni’s demise—a potentially powerful gesture that, in execution, felt too 
incidental.

This was the first night of a run of five shows and things were still settling in. 
Conducting an ensemble of piano, violin, cello and clarinet (the arrangement was by 
Danyal Dhondy), Sonia Ben Santamaria seemed cautious in Act 1, but creditably 
sustained momentum in the more fragmentary Act 2. Matthew Sprange made a bullish, 
robustly-voiced Giovanni and Samuel Pantcheff a lyrical, rather philosophical wide 
boy of a Leporello. Stephen Holloway’s noble Commendatore made his way to dinner 
from the back of the auditorium and the confidence of Ian Beadle’s dark-toned Masetto 
made him more than a mere pushover for the sparky, vibrant Zerlina of Siân Cameron. 
Jorge Navarro Colorado’s clarity, precision and poise gave dignified substance to Don 
Ottavio, while Caroline Modiba—an unusually sympathetic and, in ‘Non mi dir’, even 
sensual Anna—sang with a soft-grained radiance. On a smoggy day in London town, 
Elizabeth Roberts was suffering from the consequences of asthma, and she sounded 
subdued, even fragile, but her line was supple in ‘Mi tradì’ and her resigned, rather than 
hysterical, characterization of Elvira was unusually believable.   yehuda shapiro 
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